Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of detecting human faces in noisy images. We propose a method that includes a denoising preprocessing step, and a new face detection approach based on a novel extension of Haar-like features. Preprocessing of the input images is focused on the removal of different types of noise while preserving the phase data. For the face detection process, we introduce the concept of global and dynamic global Haar-like features, which are complementary to the well known classical Haar-like features. Matching dynamic global Haar-like features is faster than that of the traditional approach. Also, it does not increase the computational burden in the learning process. Experimental results obtained using images from the MIT-CMU dataset are promising in terms of detection rate and the false alarm rate in comparison with other competing algorithms.
Introduction
Face detection is the key step in many face analysis systems [21, 23] . Current research is aiming at increasing the robustness of the detectors [22, 16, 9] . Among the proposed face detection algorithms, boosting-based detection with efficient use of integral image, Haar-like features and a cascade of weak classifiers, have defined high-performance systems [22, 16, 10] .
Following the well-known Viola-Jones face detector [19] , many researches have achieved further improvements in the performance of this detector. Currently, research in the field can be categorized into four subject areas: becoming global features. We designed a face detector system through boosting denoised features with an efficient use of standard and global Haar-like features. Outstanding experimental results, in terms of the detection rate and the falsepositive rate, show the robustness of the proposed method when using ideal, noisy, and illumination artifacts affected images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a discussion of the image denoising method based on a phase-preserving algorithm. Global and dynamic global Haar-like features are detailed in Section 3. Section 4 focuses on training a cascade of classifiers based on global and dynamic global features. Section 5 deals with experimental results, and Section 6 concludes.
Phase-Preserving Denoising of Images
A phase-preserving denoising method was proposed by Kovesi in [2] . It assumes that phase information of images is the most important feature and tries to preserve this information, of course by trying to keep the magnitude information, as well.
Let M e ρ and M o ρ denote the even-symmetric and odd-symmetric wavelets at a scale ρ which are known as quadratic pairs. Considering the responses from each quadrature pair of the filters, a resultant response vector is defined as follows:
where * denotes convolution, and values e ρ (x) and o ρ (x) are the real and imaginary parts in the complex-valued frequency domain. The amplitude of the transform at a given wavelet scale is given by:
and the local phase is given by:
Having one response vector for each filter scale, there will be an array of such vectors for each pixel x in a signal. The denoising process includes defining an appropriate noise threshold for each scale as well as reducing the magnitudes of the response vectors, while maintaining the phase without any changes. The most important step of the denoising process is determining the thresholds. For this end, Kovesi [2] used the expected response of the filters to a pure noise signal.
If the signal is purely Gaussian white noise, then the position of the resulting response vectors from a wavelet quadratic pair of filters at some scale will form a 2D Gaussian distribution in the complex plane. Kovesi [2] showed that the distribution of the magnitude responses can be modelled by the Rayleigh distribution
F haar = F white − F black = 15573 − 14733 = 840
Haar feature applied in eye region Also, the amplitude response from the smallest scale of the filter pair across the whole image will be the noise with Rayleigh distribution.
Finally by estimating the mean value µ r and standard deviation σ r of the Rayleigh distribution, the shrinkage threshold can be estimated. The thresholds are automatically determined and applied for each filter scale.
A number of parameters impacts the quality of the denoised output image. The threshold of noise standard deviations to be rejected (k), the number of filter scales to be used (N ρ ) and the number of orientations (N r ) are the key parameters.
We set the parameters k = 3, N ρ = 4 and N r = 4 in our experiments. These parameters result in an acceptable representation of small and middle-size faces. However, for large faces, it can lead to erroneous results. One approach is using a set of different parameters to obtain different images. Another approach is scaling the original images and then using the same parameters for conversions.
We used the second approach for a better speed-up. After a conversion to the denoised form, adaptive histogram equalization is used for both training and test images. Figure 2 shows the discriminate advantage of using denoised images. The sample Haar-like feature applied on the eye region shows increased feature values (F haar ) which leads to a faster convergence of the classifier.
Global Haar-like Features
Viola and Jones used five types of Haar-like features, which, from now on, we identify as local features. The value of a local feature f i is computed by subtraction of white and black regions, w i − b i , using integral image [19] .
Global Features
For every given local feature, we introduce two global Haar-like features (in short, global features) as F b = F − b i and F w = F − w i where F is the integral value of the whole reference model (window). Global features will be used in conjunction with the local ones ( Figure 3 ). We call them global features, as these feature values provides global information in addition to a standard (local) one.
If a local feature is being selected by a boosting algorithm for the formation of a cascade, then it would be a candidate to be a global feature as well. Global features are faster than local features, since the required values for calculating them are already computed at earlier stages. Figure 3 illustrates conversion steps from a local feature to global ones.
A problem with weak classifiers is that in the last stages, many of them are needed to reject 50% of non-face samples. The inclusion of these weak classifiers highly increases the computational cost. Therefore, global features are an efficient alternative, as they are faster to calculate and also because they provide a better classification, due to adding a new level of information by extracting different patterns than the local features.
In short, the term global in this paper refers to a comparison between the whole window and a portion of that window, while the common local features refer to adjacent rectangles of equal size.
Dynamic Global Features
Let b i and w i denote the integral values for the black and white regions of the i th local feature, respectively, defining the local feature value as w i − b i . Let F be the integral value of the reference model (sliding window). The current local feature is now accompanied by two global feature values, to be used in a weak classifier of the cascade for a given sliding window. In the dynamic version of global features, we update F by
where, n is the total number of local features in the current cascade and j is current index over the global feature being assessed. By using this equation, as the input windows progress through the cascade, the value of F is updated using the global features. We call this type of features dynamic global Haar-like features (in short, dynamic global features). Experimental results show that the dynamic global features can obtain a higher detection rate and less false positive rate in comparison with the non-dynamic version of the global features. 
Boosting Cascades with Local and Global Features
In this section, a cascade of weak classifiers is designed by considering the global features. It is common that each stage of a cascade should reject 50% of negative samples while the true detection rate remains close to optimal.
When global features are considered, it is important to decide which of the local features should be considered as being global. One approach is to temporarily keep a current global feature and continue searching for the next local feature, without considering the effect of the current global feature. If global features show a better rejection rate, then it is efficient to choose the reserved global feature as the desired feature and then searching for next local features again. Also, even if their rejection rate becomes equal or near to equal, the global features are preferred.
Pseudocode for the learning cascades is provided as Algorithm 1. Applying the learning process, the following weak classifiers are obtained, where the optional pairs (φ
We observed that when not using dynamic global features, the number of global features selected during the cascade design is insignificant. Also, the effect of only using global features is not noticeable.
However, by using the dynamic global features, the number of global features selected was noticeable. The use of dynamic global features increases the performance of Haar-like feature based face detectors, in terms of detection rate, false alarm rate, and average number of features met in a window, and consequently results in a speed-up. Therefore, we preferred to use dynamic global features in conjunction with the local features.
Experimental Results
While a standard Haar-like classifier performs well in face detection under ideal lighting conditions [22] , it seriously has difficulties when detecting faces under challenging illumination conditions, even for straight forward looking faces. However, we observed that after a phase-preserving denoising, and using the suggested global and dynamic global features, considerable improvements can be achieved in the true detection rate in comparison to that obtained using a standard Haar-like classifier. Choosing proper denoising parameters (k, N ρ and N r ) can lead to further improvements. In order to validate the methods proposed in this paper, we designed four classifiers using two preprocessing methods and different combinations of the local, global and dynamic global features. The first detector was trained based on a variance-normalized samples using only the standard local Haar-like features (VN+Standard Local Haar).
The second classifier (VN+DyGlobal) was also learned from variance-normalized preprocessed samples, but this time using both local and dynamic global features.
The third detector is learned by local and global features, and the training dataset is enhanced by phase-preserving denoising technique (PPD+Global).
And the last detector (PPD+DyGlobal) uses local and dynamic global features, also based on the denoised training dataset.
For training all four classifiers, we used a large dataset of 10,000 face samples from different ages, genders, races and nationalities, mainly from AR [8] and Yale [4] datasets.
In addition, 50,000 non-face samples were considered as negative samples to train each stage of the cascade. Non-face samples were selected randomly from a dataset of scene categories [3] . This dataset consists of fifteen natural scene categories, including buildings, offices, roads, and landscapes.
We evaluated the performance of the four classifiers in terms of number of features involved in each stage, speed, and precision rate. of features, compared to other three classifiers. This means higher computational cost to confirm or reject a face candidate. Graph (b) represents a faster classifier with a considerably smaller number of local features and also a total number of 367 features including both local and Dynamic global features, trained based on variance normalized dataset. 50% rejection rate for each stage, 97% of non-face images will be rejected within the first six stages (weak classifiers), so having the minimum number of features in the first six stages plays a very crucial rule (i.e. the smaller the number of features, the faster the classifier). Classifier (d) contains only 40 features in its first six stages, while classifiers (a), (b), and (c) involve 60, 56, and 46 features in the six early stages which means 50%, 40%, and 15% slower operation compared to the PPD+DyGlobal classifier.
In addition to computational cost, we also need to consider effectiveness and accuracy of the four classifiers in terms of recall rate and false alarm. Figures 5 and 6 show detection results for some sample images that were not used in the training phase in none of the four classifiers. The figures illustrate that the classifier we trained based on dynamic global classifier and phase-based denoising provides more accurate results. Figure 7 illustrates the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the four mentioned detectors evaluated on the MIT-CMU [24] dataset. The figure shows that the best results were obtained using the PPD+DyGlobal detector. Observe that PPD+Global also performed better than the considered local methods. As further evaluation, Table 1 provides a comparison between the proposed PPD+DyGlobal classifier, standard Viola-Jones, as well as four other state-ofthe-art face detection techniques [16, 11, 15, 20] . The overall results confirm that the proposed method not only incorporates a smaller number of features (as discussed in the first part of the experimental section) but also outperforms the others in terms of a higher detection rate and a smaller number of false-positives due to global information provided by the proposed dynamic global features.
Conclusions
In this research, we studied the effect of a preprocessing technique on input images for boosting-based face detectors. Phase-preserving denoising of images is used to preprocess the input images. The paper also proposed a new type of Haar-like features, called global Haar features, for the first time. This type of features supports faster calculations than local Haar features and provides a new level of global information from the query patches. We also proposed to use a dynamic version of the global features that updates its value dynamically as the classifier assess next local features.
Four distinct cascades are learned with and without using the denoised images and global Haar features. Finally, resulting detection rates and false-alarm rates shown a significant advantage for the proposed technique against state-ofthe-art face detection systems, especially for challenging lighting conditions and noisy input images.
The proposed technique is expected to be effective on various object detection fields, as we also applied the proposed technique as part of a vehicle detection system [14] with superior results. We highly recommend to use, and to do further study on the proposed global Haar-like features for different kinds of boosting or Haar-based object detectors, not limited to face detection.
